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We report propagating bound microcavity polariton soliton arrays consisting of multipeak structures
either along (x) or perpendicular (y) to the direction of propagation. Soliton arrays of up to five solitons are
observed, with the number of solitons controlled by the size and power of the triggering laser pulse. The
breakup along the x direction occurs when the effective area of the trigger pulse exceeds the characteristic
soliton size determined by polariton-polariton interactions. Narrowing of soliton emission in energy-
momentum space indicates phase locking between adjacent solitons, consistent with numerical modeling
which predicts stable multihump soliton solutions. In the y direction, the breakup originates from
inhomogeneity across the wave front in the transverse direction which develops into a stable array only in
the solitonic regime via phase-dependent interactions of propagating fronts.
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Solitons occur when dispersive spreading of wave
packets is compensated through nonlinear interactions.
They have been observed in numerous systems including
nonlinear crystals and optical fibers [1,2], atomic Bose-
Einstein condensates [3], and natural processes including
signal propagation in neurons [4], cloud formation [5], and
large-amplitude waves [6,7]. In many aspects, solitons
behave like artificial particles. They may repel or attract
depending on their relative phase as was shown in optical
fibers [8] and cold atom systems [9]. Multisoliton com-
plexes can form when localized initial perturbations split
into multiple peaks [10,11]. Furthermore, solitons can self-
organize into stable patterns with an equilibrium spacing
[12] or can scatter in a collision [13].
Recently, polaritons, hybrid light-matter particles form-

ing in the strong coupling regime in semiconductor micro-
cavities [14,15], have been shown to exhibit many
interesting nonlinear hydrodynamic phenomena such as
superfluidity [16] and integer [17] and half vortices [18].
Microcavity polaritons are an open system far from
equilibrium. Bright polariton solitons have been observed
[19], which exist when an external pump fully compensates
photonic losses and the decay of the excitonic coherence
and are therefore termed dissipative. Polariton solitons can
be manipulated on a picosecond time scale, which is
promising for the development of miniature polaritonic

circuits and logic gates [20]. Dark soliton trains in a 1D
conservative microcavity system (no pump) were recently
predicted theoretically [21], whereas dissipative polariton
soliton patterns in microcavities remain unexplored.
Semiconductor optical resonators are prone to growth

defects and imperfections [22], and, in contrast to atomic
condensates [11], the observation of multiple solitons in
such systems is a challenging task, even in well-studied
systems such as vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers
(VCSELs) [23,24]. In contrast to solitons in VCSELs,
microcavity polariton solitons are excited at high momenta.
Combined with large energy blueshifts due to the giant
optical nonlinearity, this makes polariton solitons less
sensitive to photonic disorder, enabling our observation
of stable multisoliton patterns.
Here we demonstrate the formation of dissipative polar-

iton soliton patterns. The interplay between bistability of
the external pump field, polariton-polariton scattering, and
polariton negative effective mass along the propagation
direction enables the formation of x-soliton arrays, i.e.,
bound solitons following one another in space and time.
The k-space emission patterns observed indicate phase
locking between adjacent solitons. Up to five stable bound
solitons are observed in agreement with numerical model-
ing predicting stable multihump solutions. Soliton separa-
tions in a time of ≈10 ps are observed in the x arrays,
potentially promising for the development of polaritonic
devices operating at ≈100 Gbit=s. We also observe stable
y-soliton arrays formed perpendicular to the propagation
direction, arising from changes of the front velocity across
the propagating beam profile.
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Results.—In our work, we used the sample described in
Supplemental Material [25]. The basics of the soliton
excitation are explained in Fig. 1. The writing pulse
(WP) which triggers soliton formation is chosen to be
elongated along [Fig. 1(a)] or perpendicular to [Fig. 4(a)]
the direction of soliton propagation. We name the resulting
patterns in the two cases x-soliton arrays and y-soliton
arrays, respectively, for ease of discussion. x-soliton arrays
are bound solitons moving one after another, while in the
case of y-soliton arrays we observe multipeak patterns
along the transverse direction moving as a single front. All
experiments reported here were performed in a single
polarization configuration with the pump and WP cocirc-
ularly polarized to minimize polarization cross talk [28].
x-soliton arrays.—Bright polariton solitons are sup-

ported by a continuous wave (cw) 300 mW pump resonant
with the lower polariton branch at high momentum
k ≈ 2.1 μm−1. The pump power is tuned into the bistability
domain; the soliton can be considered as a local switch
from the lower to the upper state on the bistability curve.
Parametric polariton-polariton scattering from the pump
populates soliton harmonics over a broad range of k
vectors. In order to excite x-soliton arrays, we apply an
elongated WP at the edge of the Gaussian cw pump spot
[Fig. 1(a)], i.e., within ≈ 20 μm from the region where the
pump exhibits bistable behavior. The WP is quasiresonant
with the lower polariton branch and its transverse momen-
tum kwp and energy ℏωwp are close to that of the pump:
kwp ≈ 2.5� 0.1 μm−1, ℏωwp ≈ 1.5367� 0.0002 eV. Full
widths at half maxima (FWHM) of the Gaussian WP are
30 μm by 5 μm along directions x (soliton propagation
direction) and y (transverse direction), respectively, and the
pulse duration is 5 ps FWHM (through spectral filtering).
See the Supplemental Material [25] for more details about
the experimental setup.
Polariton solitons are triggered at WP power densities

above a certain threshold [19]. At low WP powers, only a

small region in the center of the GaussianWP is expected to
excite a single soliton whose size is determined by the
polariton-polariton interactions and the cavity parameters
[19]. At higher WP powers, the area across the injected
polariton wave packet where solitons may be excited
becomes larger than the soliton size, so multiple bound
solitons are triggered. This is similar to atomic condensates,
which break up into soliton trains when the condensate
size is larger than the condensate healing length [11].
Figures 2(a)–2(e) show spatiotemporal profiles of solitons
for different WP powers. The number of created solitons
increases with the WP power. At first, at a WP power of
0.3 mW, only one soliton is excited [Fig. 2(a)], whereas at
0.5 mW two parallel soliton traces are observed [Fig. 2(b)].
Notably, as the WP power increases, the spacing between
solitons gradually increases, and more soliton traces appear
at higher WP power [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. Profiles in time
of the five-peak and three-peak structures are shown in
Figs. 2(g) and 2(h) with the FWHM of a single peak
ranging from 4 to 7 ps (corresponding to ≈ 8–14 μm along
the x axis). All solitons travel at the same speed, indicating
the formation of stable soliton patterns. Figure 2(f) shows

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Schematic diagram of the experiment.
A large area of the sample is quasiresonantly illuminated with a
cw pump. A WP (red) triggers the soliton pattern formation.
(b) Polariton dispersion (solid black curve) of the lower polariton
branch. The schematic location of the pump and WP in energy-
momentum space are shown; the shaded area above k > 2 μm−1

is blocked in the detection path to avoid saturation of the
detectors by the reflected pump and WP beams [25].

FIG. 2 (color online). (a)–(e) Emission intensities of a single
soliton (a) and x-soliton arrays (b)–(e) for different WP powers
recorded versus time and position x; t ≈ 0 is the WP arrival time
within an error of 5 ps. The pump beam is centered around
x ¼ 30 μm. (f) Average relative positions of soliton traces as a
function of WP power. (g),(h) Intensity versus time profiles at
x ¼ 30 μm of the three-peak and five-peak x-soliton arrays in (d),
(e), where the average soliton duration is ≈ 6 ps and the velocity
is ≈ 2.2 μm=ps. (i),(j) Intensity of a single soliton and four-peak
x-soliton array in E − kx space at ≈ 30 ps taken at ky ¼ 0 within
Δky ¼ 0.1 μm−1; the yellow lines show the total intensity
distribution of the emission versus energy.
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the WP power dependence of the positions of soliton peaks
relative to the middle of the corresponding soliton pat-
terns [29].
A difference between solitons and dispersive wave

packets is that the soliton dispersion is expected to be
linear due to polariton-polariton interactions [19].
Figures 2(i) and 2(j) [30] display the experimental mea-
surements of the energy versus momentum distribution
IðE; kxÞ for a single soliton and a four-peak x-soliton array
(the soliton time profiles are shown in Ref. [25]). In both
cases, the spectra exhibit linear dispersion of the soliton
emission at all k vectors down to zero in strong contrast to
the dispersion of the lower polariton branch, which is
parabolic at k ≈ 0 [Fig. 1(b)]. The yellow lines in Figs. 2(i)
and 2(j) show the total intensity distribution of the soliton

emission versus energy [IðEÞ ¼ R 2 μm−1

0 IðE; kxÞdkx] with
two maxima at around 1.534 and 1.536 eV. These peaks
become narrower and more pronounced with an increasing
number of soliton peaks, which has been predicted theo-
retically [31]. This narrowing in energy-momentum space
is an indication of phase locking of spectral harmonics of
adjacent solitons leading to the onset of spatiotemporal
coherence across the soliton array. The phase locking
occurs because the tails of solitons overlap in real space.
Hence, polaritons residing at different k vectors in one
soliton stimulate parametric scattering to spectral harmon-
ics of adjacent solitons.
We have further confirmed the solitonic nature of the

patterns by verifying that similar results are obtained for
different values of kwp and energies Ewp. The exact profile
of the soliton train may change with kwp and Ewp, but the
dispersions remain linear with a pronounced narrowing of
the emission in energy-momentum spacewith an increasing
number of solitons. The soliton spectrum is broad and is
populated by parametric scattering from the pump state
which may be triggered to form a soliton by a WP
anywhere on the soliton dispersion.
For numerical investigation of the system, we used

Gross-Pitaevskii equations describing coupled TE and
TM cavity modes interacting with the spin-dependent
polariton field [19] and looked for quasicircularly polarized
soliton solutions moving in the direction of the pump
momentum (i.e., along the x axis) [19]. The model is
described in Supplemental Material [25]. Previously
[19,28], it has proved to include all the important features
necessary to numerically reproduce the experimental con-
ditions. The soliton existence range in terms of the pump
intensity, jEpj2, is well approximated by the bistability
interval of the intracavity field [19].
We have computed the bifurcation diagram showing a

sequence of stable multipeak solitons [Fig. 3(a)]. The
diagram shows that, for every given pump intensity
(horizontal axis) within the bistability range, stable soliton
solutions with different numbers of peaks can be excited
(vertical axis). An example of a five-hump soliton is shown

in Fig. 3(b). In our time-dependent modeling, we assumed a
Gaussian profile of the WP. With an increasing WP
intensity, there is an increasing number of peaks in stable
multipeak soliton solutions [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
In practice, the profile of the pump is Gaussian, and

therefore conditions for the soliton formation are met only
within a certain radius around the pump center, where the
pump intensity is large enough to bring the cavity into the
bistable regime. In Fig. 3(b), we compare profiles found in
the case of an infinite flat pump with those moving through
the Gaussian pump. One can see that in both cases the peak
widths and peak spacings are closely matched. The peak
amplitudes, however, differ, as the latter structure does not
spend sufficient time inside the bistability range to fully
stabilize itself.

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Snakelike bifurcation diagram for
multipeak solitons in the case of an infinite flat pump. EðxÞ is the
electric field amplitude, Ebg is the amplitude of the homogeneous
solution (in the tails of the soliton), and Ep is the pump
amplitude. The homogeneous solution is bistable in the range
0.052 < Ep < 0.070. (b) The red line is an example of the exact
five-peak x-soliton array solution found for an infinite flat pump
with amplitude Ep ¼ 0.06; the black line is the five-peak x-
soliton array generated in the numerical modeling reproducing
the experimental conditions of the Gaussian pump profile; the
blue line shows the Gaussian profile of the pump field. (c),
(d) Spatiotemporal dynamics (gray scale is jEj2) resulting in the
formation of the single-peak (c) and four-peak (d) x-soliton array.
The pump field has a Gaussian profile with amplitude Ep ¼ 0.06,
and the corresponding boundaries of the bistability region [as in
(a)] are indicated by vertical dashed lines. The WP amplitude is
Ewp ¼ 0.1 (c) and Ewp ¼ 0.12 (d). (e),(f) Gray-scale profiles of
multipeak structures recorded in numerical simulations after
25 ps as a function of the WP power. In (e) kwp ¼ kp, while
in (f) the WP momentum is offset by 3° (Δk ≈ 0.4 μm−1).
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Figure 3(f) shows how the number and relative position
of peaks vary with the WP power for slightly offset
momenta of the pump and WP beams. Figure 3(f) is in
good qualitative agreement with the experimental obser-
vations in Fig. 2(f) (see Supplemental Material [25] for the
effects of k-space filtering). With increasing WP power,
there is an increase in both the number of peaks and the
spacings between the solitons up to 10–20 μm. In numeri-
cal simulations minimizing the difference between kwp and
kp (preferably to zero) facilitates the generation of a regular
pattern of peaks, while in the experiment kwp–kp ≈
0.4 μm−1 due to physical constraints of the setup.
The solitons are formed by scattering polaritons from the

pump state to populate the soliton spectrum. The character-
istic time of polariton scattering is approximately given by
h=ðgNÞ, where g is the interaction constant and N is the
density (then gN is the blueshift). For a blueshift of
0.3 meV, about 13 ps are needed to fully populate the
spectrum and form a soliton. In numerical modeling, for a
Gaussian pump spot where kwp ≈ kp, solitons will form
only after the polaritons injected by the WP have propa-
gated a certain distance through the pump bistability region
[Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. By contrast, for kwp > kp, interactions
between the polariton populations injected by the pump and
WP facilitate breakup of the WP polaritons into localized
wave packets before or at the boundary of the pump
bistability area x ≈ 0 [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(e) and
Ref. [25] for further discussion].
y-soliton arrays.—We note that localization along the x

direction occurs due to the interplay between the negative
effective mass and repulsive interactions. However, we
observe that solitons are also localized along the y direction
due to the interaction of propagating fronts combined with
the phase-dependent parametric nonlinearity. Qualitatively,
this localization may be explained by the effective poten-
tial, which is created in the pump state due to pump
depletion by parametric scattering [31].
We have experimentally investigated how localization

along the y direction affects pattern formation. We elongate
the WP along the y direction, so it is ≈ 7 μm along the x
axis and ≈ 30 μm along the y axis. In this case, we observe
breaking of the initially smooth beam profile into a
y-soliton array; see Fig. 4. As with the x-soliton arrays,
the formation of the patterns occurs only in the soliton
regime. The same experiment when the pump power is
below the bistability regime never leads to the formation of
stable patterns but to a dispersive wave packet.
The number of peaks created depends, as for the

x-soliton arrays, on the effective spot size of the WP.
Figures 4(b)–4(e) show real-space images of the emerging
structures for different WP powers. Peaks are spaced by
≈ 8 μm, are of the size (FWHM) of ≈ 7 μm [see Fig. 4(f)],
and travel along the x direction within the pump bist-
ability area.

Similar to the x-soliton array, increasing the power leads
to the creation of additional peaks on the “sides” of the WP.
It is important to note that the location of solitons triggered
in such a way does not depend on the position on the
sample: moving the sample by 10 μm relative to the
laboratory frame does not significantly influence the shape
of the array. At the same time, moving the WP along the y
axis relative to the pump and sample, which are fixed in the
laboratory frame, leads to the respective shift of the soliton
array trajectory [25].
In order to explain the mechanism of pattern formation

along the y direction, we first take a single-hump one-
dimensional soliton localized along the x direction and
infinitely extended along y and performed its linear stability
analysis. This demonstrates that it is stable with respect to
any transverse instabilities, which could lead to filamenta-
tion along the y direction. If, however, we limit the extent of
the soliton stripe by imposing a Gaussian profile in the y
direction, then the change in the curvature of the soliton
front leads to changes of the front velocity across the beam
profile. This in turn leads to the breakup of the wave front
and the formation of y-soliton arrays, as in the experiment.
The latter process develops faster and is more pronounced
if a small angle between the pump and WP beams in the y
plane is introduced [see Fig. 4(g)]. In this case, the
interference between the WP and pump beams creates
an initial modulation of polariton density across the y
direction, which assists the breakup of the polariton wave
packet into a y-soliton array.

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Experimental setup with the WP
elongated along the y axis. (b)–(e) 2D images of one- to four-peak
arrays obtained for different WP powers, P0 ¼ 230 μW, at time
t ¼ 20 ps after the WP arrival. (f) Profile of a four-peak array
along the y axis. (g) Numerically modeled transverse distribution
of the intracavity optical intensity after 15 ps of propagation
under the conditions when the WP is elongated along the y
coordinate (as in the experimental results) and a 3° angle between
the WP and pump momenta. As in the experiment, this figure is
averaged over the phase of the WP.
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Conclusions.—In the present study, we have shown the
existence and evolution of dissipative multisoliton struc-
tures. x-soliton arrays and y-soliton arrays can be triggered
by elongating the WP along the x and y directions, respec-
tively. Increasing the WP effective size (by changing its
power) leads to the creation of larger structures with more
peaks; however, the physical mechanisms underlying
breakup in the x and y directions are very different. x-
soliton arrays can be excited across a broad range of initial
conditions. This feature is typical for dissipative systems,
where the soliton shape and energy are predetermined by
the system parameters rather than the initial conditions.
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